
Meet JooBee Yeow, Head of PeX (aka People and Experience) Team at iTech Media. She’s a 

self-proclaimed geek with experiences spanning from engineering, consulting, learning and 

development, people analytics, organisational development, research, partnering, and everything in 

between! 

We’re super proud to have such smart People Teams like JooBee’s in our community… even more 

so when they do cool things like gamify their launch of bob! Oh, and the amazing results speak for 

themselves:

Hi Bob (UK) Limited is authorised regulated by the 

Financial Conduct Authority FRN 771527

Call us at 0203 865 9865 for a chat

or email us at contact@hibob.com

QUESTIONS?

How iTech Media  
gamified its bob launch

Plan your bob launch like  
a marketing campaign

After putting in all the hard work in getting stakeholders buy-in for a new HR system, going 

through data migration with a fine-tooth comb and setting up the system, one should put the 

same amount of effort into changing behaviour (i.e. the users!) when a new system is launched. 

JooBee and her team were already thinking about the bob launch way before its start date and 

executed the whole thing like an internal marketing campaign.

The next step was to get everyone talking about bob (and the benefits that bob will bring!) before 

the launch date. To do this, iTech’s PeX team came up with a very mischievous plan! 

Because our HRIS is called bob, the team pretended “he” was a new employee in the company. 

First, they created an employee profile in their chat platform, called “Bob Tule”. Bob would ask in 

the public channel questions that deliberately focused on the pain points that they are currently 

experiencing, like “how to see who is on holidays?”, “how can I find out who is in my team?”, “is 

there a mobile app for the current HR system?” In other words, highlighting pain points that bob’s 

HR platform can solve. Being a collaborative community, iTech people try to help “bob” the best 

they can and explain many times what he is looking for is not possible!

Instead of organising workshops where we show users how to do some clicking (which nobody 

will remember), the PeX team at iTech gamified learning! With clear learning outcomes, the 

PeX team created fun challenges to drive the behaviour they want to impact, JooBee and her 

team planned a whole launch week: branding it the “ACE Championships”, with challenges to be 

completed with various prizes incentives.

Once again thinking like a true HR marketeer, after the launch was over, JooBee crafted some 

killer content with photos of the team from the week, using hashtags to share on Linkedin. JooBee 

also tagged everyone in the PeX team who made it happen, recognising them for all their hard 

work and expanding the reach of the post. JooBee’s share got 173 likes, 33 comments, and they 

even received an influx of candidates who wanted to work for iTech Media after reading about the 

creative way iTech do things in the PeX team.

Massive kudos to JooBee and the iTech PeX team for launching this incredible initiative! And 

to get even more HR inspo from iTech Media, why not check out their exciting careers site. No 

wonder they have a five-star rating on Glassdoor. 

Glad you’re here iTech Media!

The employees were put into teams to complete a series of challenges. Each challenge gets the 

employee to learn how to manage their own data: e.g. checking or booking holidays, validating 

personal data or uploading their profile photo. There is a quiz at the end of each challenge such 

as “who has the same hobbies as them” or “what is the percentage of your department in the 

business”. The quiz encourages the employees to explore other benefits of the platform. Oh, and 

this was great news for the PeX Team because the employees were literally validating the data, as 

well as learning the tool!

Because the fake bob’s questions had brought the people’s pain points to the forefront of 

attention, on launch week, people wanted to check out what bob is all about, and see what else 

the platform could do for them.

Her goal was to make people want to use the platform, not have to use it. Why? Because 

ultimately, you’re already giving your people what they want, it’s just creating awareness which is 

key. When people see that HR is helping them to resolve their needs, the result is a much higher 

engagement and buy-in to People initiatives across the board.

Find a creative way to get people talking about bob 
and the pain points they are experiencing

On launch week, train people on the bob platform 
with team challenges

Use Linkedin to share your bob launch and show  
off your employer brand

" An HR person needs to have a marketing mindset, because you have  
a product that you want users to love and use.”

" One of our team members said “this bob is really 
annoying, he keeps picking on our HR tool! But I’ve not seen 
him in the office.” Then on the launch, everyone was like oh 
bob’s an HR platform! And that’s why ‘bob’ was asking all 
the questions.”

" We had a live leaderboard on the big screen in the company, which is also 
accessible by remote employees. As individuals in each team complete their 
challenges, they can see the progress of their team. We had an ambassador 
for each of the teams to encourage and motivate the team. We had so much 
fun competing and achieving all our objectives!”

" The bob platform is very friendly. So if people know how to use it and 
understand how beneficial it is, they will use it”

" In one working week, we had 82% trained how to use bob, with 100% 
engagement of the platform. Minus those on holidays of course. It's a user-
friendly tool, so we literally did no more training after that!”“
JOOBEE YEOW | Head of People and Experience at iTech Media.

JOOBEE YEOW | Head of People and Experience at iTech Media.

Here at Hibob, we know buying the right HR system is only part of the battle. Getting people to  

use it and see the value in it is the next challenge! But fear not, because JooBee is here to walk  

you through 5 inspiring steps to gamifying your launch of bob’s HRIS... or any internal tool for  

that matter!

https://itech.media/search

